[Effects of metals (silver, nickel, cobalt and chromium) on the reactive oxygen species generating capacity of human neutrophils and on the serum opsonic activity].
Many metal materials are used in clinical medicine and the number used is increasing. However, there are a few papers concerning the biological effects, especially effects of clinically used metals on cellular immunity. In this paper, silver (Ag), nickel (Ni), cobalt (Co), and chromium (Cr), clinically commonly used metals, the effects of which on neutrophilic activity have already reported using the luminol-dependent chemiluminescence (LDCL) method, were examined to determine their influence on the reactive oxygen species (ROS) generating capacity of human neutrophils and on a serum opsonic activity. Silver suppressed the ROS generating capacity of neutrophils in a dose-dependent manner but did not affect the serum opsonic activity. Nickel also suppressed the ROS generating capacity of neutrophils but, at some concentrations, caused the serum opsonic activity to increase. In contrast, Cobalt increased both the ROS generating capacity of neutrophils and the serum opsonic activity. Like silver, chromium did not affect the serum opsonic activity and suppressed the ROS generating capacity of neutrophils. However, the suppression of ROS generating by chromium occurred differently from that of silver. In the cases of nickel and cobalt, effects of these metals on hemolyzing activity of serum complements (CH-50) were measured and consumption of complements was observed at the same metal concentration at which serum opsonic activity was elevated. In this paper, we report that some metals influence not only the ROS generating capacity of neutrophils but also the serum opsonic activity, results thought to be important for more details studies of the effects of metals on cellular immunity.